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Abstract—This paper investigates the frequency of occurrence of the passive and impersonal structures at two 
different periods of Persian literature, namely, classic and modern literature to decide on the tendency of their 
language use. To do so, a number of texts from the two periods were selected and analyzed. The quantitative 
study of the data shows that the occurrence of the impersonal structure is much more frequent in both classic 
and modern texts. The results indicated that Persian writers tend to use impersonal structures rather than the 
passive voice is not used.  The findings also indicated that the passive voice is not so common in Persian. 
 
Index Terms—passive structure, impersonal structure, classic prose, modern prose 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Languages have different classifications of grammatical voice. English uses active, middle and passive verbs. The 
active voice is most common in many languages and represents the normal case where the subject of the verb is an 
agent. According to Keenan & Dryer (2007), the main function of the passive is topicalization of a semantic role like 
patient in the sentence. In other words, it moves this semantic role, which was originally part of the rheme, to the 
beginning of the sentence and so presents it as the theme. 
In English syntax, a passive structure occurs when the grammatical subject of the verb is functionally the object or 
the result of the action articulated by the verb. The agent or source of the action may be inserted in a prepositional 
phrase (Hubbuch, 2006). The passive voice is a grammatical construction that the subject of a passive sentence or 
clause is the recipient of the action rather than the performer (Arianna, 2001). 
According to Perlmutter & Postal (1977), universal phenomena are engendered for transition of a clause from the 
active to a passive voice: 
a. Subject of a passive sentence is direct object of an active one. 
b. Subject in an active sentence is neither the subject nor the direct object of the corresponding passive. 
c. A passive clause is an intransitive clause in the absence of another rule permitting some further nominal to be the 
direct object of the clause. (p. 76) 
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There is still no agreement about passive structure in Persian and this structure has always been controversial e.g. 
Vahidia-Kamyar (2003) claims that the occurrence of the passive in Persian is not frequent but is used only in the 
following cases: 
a. When the agent is unknown or the speaker does not want to name him/her  
b. When the addressee knows the agent already.  
c. When the speaker takes the information for granted; e.g. ‘zamin va aseman afaride shod’ (Heaven and earth were 
created.).(p. 53). 
Some scholars believe that there is no passive structure in Persian and what is called passive is in reality ‘inchoative 
structure’ (Moyne, 1974). Inchoative structure expresses a change in the state of things e.g. the verb yellow in ‘The 
leaves yellowed’(Richards, 1999). Lambton (1983) states that in Persian, the passive voice will not be used if it is 
possible to use the active one e.g. the sentence ‘I was hit by him.’  can be translated as ‘He hit me.’ i.e. [ou mara zad]. 
Some other scholars in this field limit the use of passive structures to cases where there is no agent. According to 
Soheili (1976) the direct object is extraposed to the place of the subject and the subject is omitted through the process of 
passivization.  
Moreover, Keenan (1985) suggests that there is a kind of grammatical structure which uses a third person with the 
third person verb. He called this structure ‘impersonal’, since the plural sign in these structures does not refer to definite 
people. Keenan adds that in languages with the main passive structures we also find this impersonal structure. 
With all controversies that exist regarding the structure and use of passive voice and other forms which are preferred 
in Persian, very few studies have investigated the subject. 
A.  Statement of the Problem 
In Persian there are different perspectives about passive voice which is a common grammatical voice in English. 
Several comparative studies have been carried out on the use of passive structures in English and Persian translated 
texts. Moreover, to the best of researchers’ knowledge, there has been little work on the structure(s) other than the 
passive structure (e.g., impersonal constructions) in Persian. 
B.  Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the present study is twofold: to investigate the frequency of passive structure in Persian classic and 
modern prose and to study the impersonal construction as a substitute structure for passive voice and its occurrence in 
Persian to see whether it is the passive voice that is commonly used in Persian or the instances that are extracted from 
Persian texts are mostly impersonal construction. Therefore, the present research attempts to gain a better understanding 
of the frequency and context of the passive and impersonal constructions in classic and modern texts. 
II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
The passive voice has long been a controversial sentence construction. Linguists have varied opinions about its 
general merit as a rhetorical device and about when and how it should be used.For decades, passives as a major 
grammatical category in both English and Persian have been subject to much research. There is no agreement about the 
existence of passive voice in Persian among linguists. Some linguists (Khayampour, 1973; Moyne, 1974; Vahidi 
Langeroudi, 1998) argued for the existence of passive structure in Persian. They believe that active voice seem more 
‘advisable’ than the passive voice. However, in English language the passive voice is used regularly because it is a 
common feature in different texts. Many authors agree that English speakers have a tendency to use passive voice more 
frequently especially in formal texts (Zhonghua Xiao, 2007). In English, Passives are used more in written texts than 
spoken ones. 
A.  Passive Structure in English 
Passive voice constructions can be divided into various groups by using different criteria. For example, focusing on 
the presence or absence of a by-phrase, Huddleston and Pullum (2002) distinguished short from long passive. 
Accordingly, the distinction is derived from the presence or absence of the agent in the passive clause. 
SHORT: His plan was rejected. 
LONG : His plan was rejected by the board. 
The short passive, also called ‘agentless’ (Biber et al, 1999), is realized by the omission of the agent. The most 
frequent passive structure in finite clauses is short dynamic be-passive. The main function of the short dynamic passive 
is to leave the initiator of an action (the agent) unexpressed because it is unknown, redundant, or irrelevant. Veselovská 
and Emonds (2005) call this process as ‘deagentivisation’. Short dynamic passives are most common in the academic 
prose (Biber et al, 2002). 
In the long passive the agent is expressed in a by-phrase (Biber et al, 2002). As can be seen in the example, the agent 
of the action in the long passive is expressed through a by-phrase. However, Biber et al. (2002) point out that in some 
cases the by-phrase will specify a different semantic role (Biber et al, 1999). 
There is another type of passive where their past participle behaves, to a greater or lesser extent, like an adjective. 
This passive type acts as a passive case despite their active equivalent. Huddleston and Pullum (2002) refer to this type 
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of passive as adjectival passives.  Later, Quirk(1985) classifies them into semi-passives and pseudo-passives, however, 
in English grammar some of them are defined as stative passive to differentiate them from real passive and when you 
call something pseudo passive you mean it is not really passive though, in the first sight, one might take them for 
passive. 
Prepositional passive is the other type of passive structure which, according to Alsina (2009), has all features of an 
acceptable passive construction except that the subject does not agree to an object of the verb in active form. In other 
words, in this type of passive the object is a prepositional complement. In Huddleston and Pullum (2002) terminology, 
prepositional passive can be divided in to two categories: (a) prepositional passive with preposition specified by the 
verb or verbal idiom and (b) prepositional passive where the preposition is less constrained. 
Although passive structure normally includes be + past participle, it is also possible to use get + past participle. In 
informal language, Siewierska (1984) maintains that the English get-passive is described as colloquial or social dialect, 
with" be" -passives usually considered more formal than "get"-passives. Pullum (2014) believes that the intransitive 
verb get, which is not an auxiliary, has developed a special grammaticized use in marking an additional type of passive. 
Last but not least, Contemporary English grammar, based on generative linguistics, (for instance, Quirk et al(1985)  
describes English verb group as: 
Tns (M) (have-en) (be-ing) (be-en) V 
With ‘tense’ as the only obligatory element within the AUX. Applying the relevant phrase structure rule for past 
tense, modal may, verb eat lunch, for male third person singular produces: he might eat his lunch, and perfect aspect: he 
might have eaten his lunch, adding progressive aspect: he might have been eating his lunch. While for the past tens, 
modal may, perfect aspect, prog aspect, passive produces: his lunch might have been being eaten. 
B.  Passive Voice in Persian 
There are various perspectives on passive structure in Persian. Moyne (1974) points out that the passive voice does 
not exist in Persian but the distinction of passive and active voices are intransitive verbs which are accompanied by the 
verb shodan, (become). Similarly, Khayampour (1973), rejects the existence of passive voice since he believes that 
there is no specific form in Persian to express such a construction. He adds passive voice and the deputy of the doer 
''nāib fāʿil '' in Ali was killed (Ali koshteh shod) is an incomplete verb and killed (koshteh shod) is the complement for 
the subject. In addition, Vahedi Langeroudi (1998) questioned the existence of passive voice in Persian. He considered 
the passive voice with the verb become (shodan) as a kind of compound verb. Lambton (1983) argued that "if it is 
possible to use the active structure, the passive one will not be used" (p.50). For example, the sentence B is more 
acceptable than A in the following example. 
A: the window was broken by Ali (shishe tavasote Ali shekaste shod) 
B: Ali broke the window (Ali shishe ra shekast) 
Some Iranian scholars (Dabir moghadam, 1985; Meshkatodini, 2005) define passive structures as past participle of 
the verb and the auxiliary verb shodan. Others have considered other structures, for example, the structures of the verbs 
in third person plural (Bateni, 1969; Vahidian Kamyar, 1992; Tayyeb, 2001; Pakravan, 2002) as passive, which has led 
to more confusion when readers are not so careful about the difference between passive voice (an element within the 
AUX in verb phrase) and passive meaning, which commonly expressed by passive voice in English and may be 
expressed by other constructions in a certain language. 
C.  Passive Structures in Traditional Grammar 
In the earliest traditional grammar for Persian language, a distinction was made between active and passive cases. 
The active verb was defined as a verb connected to the subject (Ahmad neshast); however, passive verbs referred to the 
object (Sohrab koshte shod). Ahmadi Givi (2005) mentioned, after omitting the subject of the sentence different 
structures of the verb become (shodan) and the participle of main verb will be constructed in the common process of 
passivization. Then, passive will be transformed to the subject position and the proposition "ra" as the symbol of 
passive will be dropped in the sentence. There should be an agreement of the structure in the passive voice and the new 
subject or previous passive. In a nut shell, for constructing participle "h-eh" should be added to the past form of the verb 
and (become) shodan is inflected for the past. For example: Ali brings the book (Ali ketab ra avard) should change to 
the book was brought (ketab avardeh shod). Farshidvard (2005) labeled ‘passivied’ verb for the verbs become (shodan) 
and coming (amadan)  
D.  New Perspective to the Passive Structure 
Reviewing the related literature would reveal that there are some additional points despite what discussed earlier. In 
the traditional Persian, Sometimes the structure of passive is used in a number of verbs such as become (shodan), come 
(amadan) and turn (gashtan). Shariat (1988) postulated that sometimes in the structure of passive voice some 
supplementary Persian or Arabic word (such as pasand amad; gereftar shod) conveying the meaning of participle will 
be used instead of (PP+ h-eh). 
Some linguists (Bateni, 1965; Vahidian Kamyar, 2003) exemplify that the sentence Ali was killed (Ali ra koshtand) 
include the third person plural verbs without subject which is regarded as a kind of passive. Ahmadi Givi (2005) points 
out that some specific Persian verbs like avaredehand, naql kardand, miguyand are classified in this passive voice. 
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Additionally, some other linguists believed that there is an even middle structure in Persian as well as passive structure. 
They considered the second verb in the following pairs as middle verbs: baz kardan/baz shodan, gool zadan/gool 
khordan, shekast dadan/shekast khordan. However, Rasekhmahand (2007) and Haspelmath, (1993) denied the 
existence of middle verbs in Persian. They called such verbs anti-causative verb.  In fact, such structures are neither 
Persian nor middle but belong to a more general process called transitivity alternation. 
E.  Syntax and Reference 
The theory of syntax and reference was first established as a theory at the beginning of the 80s by linguists such as 
VanValin and Foly. According to this theory, language is a system of social communicative action in which 
grammatical structures are used to express meaning. According to Van Valin (2005), while all languages meet the same 
communicative purposes, different languages employ different tools to to this end. An important aspect of these 
differences is related to different ways of interacting syntax, semantics and pragmatics in different languages. That is 
why this theory has paid particular attention to the typology and language universals. Role and reference grammar 
verifies the existence of two kinds of passive structures in Persian language. 
In role and reference grammar the passive structure is identified according to the privilege of syntactic argument. In 
active cases, the affecting factor appears as privileged syntactic argument while in passive sentences the affected factor 
serves this position. Shariat (1988, p.165) believes that "a passive verb is attributed to the direct object like: Hassan was 
seen (Hassan dide shod) in which the verb phrase ''was seen (dide shod)'' is a passive case that attributes to the direct 
object, ''Hassan''. Accordingly, Khanlari (1985) argue that the difference between active and passive lies in the 
attribution of the verb to the subject and object respectively. He also believes that the theme is the subject in the active 
sentence and object in the passive sentence respectively. 
Anvari and Ahmadi Givi (1996) define passive case as a verb whose subject is not known. For instance, the sentence 
"the teacher was seen in the street" the verb is attributed to the object. It is due to the transitive verb that can bear an 
object. The passive verbs comprised past participle and an auxiliary verb. A number of verbs such as release, be lost and 
be found are transitive form of the transitive verb. 
F.  Main Passive 
The main passive is the common passive structure of Perian. It consists of past participle plus the verb shodan. In this 
type of passive, the undergoer noun phrase will be placed in the subject position and the actor noun phrase will be either 
omitted completely or be placed periphery in the prepositional phrase. Consider the following examples: 
a. Ahoo be daste shekarchi koshte shod. 
b. Ahoo koshte shod. 
In the example (a) above ''Ahoo'', undergoer noun phrase, plays the role of privileged syntactic argument. This 
sentence indicates a syntactic agreement. . The word shekarchi plays periphery in the prepositional phrase. On the other 
hand, the example (b) the word shekarchi was omitted and only undergoer noun phrase replaced as subject. What is 
common in Persian is that the second example is more relevant. According to Mahootian (1997), we use passive 
structures in Persian when the agent is unknown or we do not want to mention it. Consider the following examples: 
a. Name neveshte shod. 
b. Shishe shekaste shod. 
As it is clear in these examples, these passive structures completely follow the role and reference theory. This kind of 
passive is the most common structure in languages all over the world. 
G.  Impersonal Constructions 
Linguists have sometimes considered another type of structure as passive. This structure includes sentences with no 
subjects which include third person plural verbs. For example: 
a. Mashin ra dozdidand./ Mashin dozdideh shod. 
b. Khane ra kharab kardand./ Khane kharab shod. 
Bateni called this structure “semantic passives”. However, Tayyeb (2001) viewed such sentences as passives having 
fixed person. According to Keenan (1985), there is a kind of grammatical structure in many languages which lack the 
main passive structure. This structure is used instead of passive structures. He mentioned that the most common tool to 
express this structure is third person plural verb. He called this structure “impersonal”, since the plural sign does not 
refer to definite people. Keenan (1985) added that this structure is also found in languages which have main passive 
structures. Anyway, Keenan viewed such structures as a kind of passive structure. The interesting point is that using the 
third person singular form of the verbs will change the sentences into an active voice. For example: 
a. Mashin ra dozdid. 
b. Khane ra kharab kard. 
Rezai and Tayyeb (2006) argued that in these sentences, the noun phrase subject is omitted because it is not related to 
new information but presupposed, as a result they are naturally omitted. 
III.  METHODOLOGY 
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A.  Instrumentation 
As the purpose of this study was to analyze the passive and impersonal structures and their frequencies in Persian, 
suitable data was needed. In selecting the texts for the study, two issues were taken into account. First, the selected texts 
were not a translated text of other languages into Persian. The main reason is that translated texts are vulnerable to the 
structures of source text; as a result, they can not provide reliable data for this study. Second, two types of texts, namely, 
classic and modern Persian prose were selected as the source of data collection. The selection of classic and modern 
Persian prose would present robust evidence on the use of such structures in Persian literary texts. The sources of data 
collection are presented in the following table. 
 
TABLE 1. 
THE BOOKS BEING PROCESSED 
Classic prose Modern prose 
Golestan – e - saadi By Saadi Boof –e- Kour (The Blind Owl) By Sadegh Hedayat 
Shahri Chon Behesht (city like 
paradise) 
By Simin Daneshvar 
Zan-e Ziadi (The superfluous woman) By Jalal Al-e-Ahmad 
Tazkirat al-Awliya By Attar  Gohar Morad By Gholam-Hossein Sa'edi 
Gile Mard By Bozorg-e- Alavi 
Ḵ eyma-šab-bāzi (the puppet show) By Sadeq Chubak 
Mordeh kharha and Atash Parast By Sadeq Hedayat 
 
B.  Procedure of Data Collection and Data Analysis 
In order to collect the samples of passive and impersonal structures, the two type of literary prose were read 
meticulously and instances of each type of structure were jotted down. To ensure that all the instances of the passive 
and impersonal structures have been covered, the researchers reexamined the text. After collecting the data, the 
frequency of each type of structure was used to discuss the construction of each structure in Persian. The extracted 
sentences are presented in the appendix.  
IV.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
As already mentioned, this research aims to investigate the frequency of occurrence of the passive and impersonal 
structures in Persian. To achieve the objective of this study, the researcher extracted the main passive and impersonal 
structures and considered the frequency of the passive structures in the texts. The number of passive structures in the 
samples of the aforementioned texts were counted. The following table shows the frequency of passive and impersonal 
structures in the classic prose. 
 
TABLE 2. 
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE CLASSIC TEXTS 
 Total number of 
sentences 
Total number of the main 
passive 
Total number of the Impersonal 
constructions 
Golestan – e – saadi 3382 2 (0.05%) 26 (0.76%) 
Tazkirat al-Awliya 4096 6 (0.14%) 53 (1.29%) 
Total 7478 8 (0.1%) 79 (1.05%) 
 
As table 1 indicates, there were 2 passives and 26 impersonal structures among the 3382 sentences selected from the 
book Golestan –e- Saadi; and 6 passives and 53 impersonal structures have been identified among 4096 sentences 
selected from the book Tazkeratol oliya. In sum, there were 8 passive structures and 79 impersonal structures among 
7478sentences in the two texts. Statistically speaking, in the classic texts, the percentage of the passive sentences was 
0.1%, and the percentage of the impersonal sentences was 1.05%, i.e., over 10 times. The results indicate that 
Impersonal constructions frequency is more than ten times as frequent as that of the passive in Persian classic texts. 
To indicate the frequency of passive and impersonal structures in modern prose, several texts have been examined. 
The following table shows the frequency of the two structures in the modern prose. 
 
TABLE 3. 
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE MODERN TEXTS 
 Total number of 
sentences 
Total number of the main 
passive 
Total number of the Impersonal 
passive 
Boof –e- Kour 1302 2 (0.15%) 4 (0.3%) 
Shahri Chon Behesht 1168 1 (0.08%) 7 (0.59%) 
Zan-e Ziadi 987 5 (0.5%) 8 (0.81%) 
Gohar Morad 1338 2 (0.14%) 8 (0.59%) 
Bozorg-e-Alavi 616 4 (0.64%) 8 (1.29%) 
Ḵ eyma-šab-bāzi 1056 2 (0.18%) 0 
Mordeh kharha and Atash Parast 662 1 (0.15%) 8 (1.2%) 
Total 7129 17 (0.23%)   43 (0.60%) 
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 ,ylgnidroccA .esorp nredom fo suproc eht ni dnuof erew secnatsni lanosrepmi 34 dna evissap 71 ,setacidni 2 elbat sA
 ,dnuof erew serutcurts lanosrepmi on tub 2 saw evissap niam fo rebmun eht erehw )izāb-baš-amye Ḵ( txet eno rof tpecxe
 eht ,stxet nredom eht ni ,gnikaeps yllacitsitatS .retaerg saw snoitcurtsnoc lanosrepmi fo rebmun eht stxet rehto eht ni
 hcihw ,%06.0 saw secnetnes lanosrepmi eht fo egatnecrep eht dna ,%42.0 saw secnetnes evissap eht fo egatnecrep
 .tneuqerf erom semit 3 tsomla erew snoitcurtsnoc lanosrepmi snaem
 NOISULCNOC  .V
 fo ycneuqerf eht naht rehgih hcum eb ot nwohs saw serutcurts lanosrepmi fo ycneuqerf eht ,denoitnem ydaerla sA
 naht eciov evitca erom esu ot referp sretirw naisreP taht delaever sgnidnif ehT .sdoirep owt eht ni serutcurts evissap
 yeht ,gninaem evissap sserpxe ot ytissecen eht leef sretirw naisreP nehw ,revewoH .serutcurts lanosrepmi ro evissap
 .seno evissap niam naht rehtar serutcurts lanosrepmi esu ot dnet
 eht eb syawla dluohs eciov evitca ,naisreP ot hsilgnE morf noitalsnart ni taht eb thgim yduts siht fo noitacilpmi enO
 eciov evissap fo sesusim ro sesurevo ,dnah rehto eht nO .yletairporppa rucco ylno tsum evissap ot gnignahc ;eciohc tsrif
 .noitalsnart roop ot dael osla lliw
 XIDNEPPA
 
 evissap lanosrepmI evissap niaM 
 .تر سعى كرده شود در رعايت خاطرش هرچه تمام. 1 idaS-e-natseloG
 :کسی گفت. 2
 .چون ديگ پخته شد. 3
 
 . يكى را از ملوك عجم حكايت كنند. 1
 .بارى به مجلس او در كتاب شاهنامه همى خواندند. 2
 .چندان كه ملاطفت كردند. 3
 .چاره ندانستند. 4
 .هرمز را گفتند. 5
 .حال بگفتند. 6
 .ندا وز اين جا گفته 7
 .گوش را گفتندسيه . 8
 گفتم حكايت آن روباه مناسب حال توست كه ديدندش . 9
 عيب گيرند. 11
 پيشت بيش ميرند. 11
 ... آورده اند که فقيهی دختری داشت. 21
 چرا داماد را علاج نکنی : فقيه را گفتند. 31
 دلت چه می خواهد؟: رنجوری را گفتند.  41
 ود بزرگ همت تر در جهان ديده ای يا شنيده؟حاتم طايی را گفتند از خ.  51
 بعغياری در ميان ما تعبيه شده است تا به وقت کهجمله دزدان باشد از  گر اين هما . 61
-la tarikzaT
 ayilwA
 در آن ميانه بند ايزارش گشاده شد. 1
 چون پرده من دريده شد. 2
 .چون ذکر او کرده شود. 3
 .شدروزنه ای در درون دلم گشاده .  4
 .قران بر من گشاده شد. 5
 
 بايزيد راگفتند-1
 چون منی را نه در آسمان مثل يابند-2
 نه در زمين صفتی دانند-3
 شيخ را دفن کردند-4
 مرا بر آسمان بردند-5
 او را شهنشاه علما گفته اند-6
 ما را خوانده اند-7
 امروز او را رضی الفريقين گويند-8
 مرا از برای تو فرستاده اند-9
 از او پرسيدند-11
 او را بر دار کنند-11
 او را اميرالمومنين گفتندی-21
 او را گفتند-31
 او را می آرايند-41
 آن را در ديوان علاينه نويسند-51
 او را طلب کردند-61
 او را به خواب ديدند-71
 چون سفيان را به خاک بردند-81
 همسايه را می رنجاندند-91
 آنکس را بگرفتند-12
 ر را طلب کردندهر چها-12
 چون اين برهان بديدند-22
 يک روز برای امام احمد نان می پختند-32
 چون نان پيش احمد آوردند-42
 او را به خواب ديدند-52
 جنازه او برداشتند-62
 ...او را گفتند که در اين شيوه همه او بود. 72
 .نقل است که او را نشان دادند که فلان جای پير بزرگ است. 82
 ...ون اين سخن به ذوالنون باز گفتندچ. 92
 .اين سخن با بايزيد گفتند. 13
 ... او را گفتند که مصلحت تو آنست که . 13
 .داو را بزنن. 23
 .او را علف دهند. 33
 .قومی را بدو فرستادند. 43
 .او را ديده بودند.53
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 .اويس را نزديک او بردند.63
 .او را پيش عمر اوردند.73
 .واب ديدندحجاج را به خ.83
 .مذکران را منع کردند.93
 .حسن را بر منبر فرستادند تا دعايی گويد.14
 .سيد حسن را گفتند.14
 .هر دو را به دوزخ در اوردند.24
 .تو را و مرا بسوزند.34
 ...      او را بشستند و نماز کردند و دفن کردند.44
 .و ان خط در دست او نهادند.54
 .وديعت را باز دادند. 64
 .ازا و پرسيدند. 74
 .ما را خوانده اند.84
 .او را گفتند. 94
 .چون او را بديدند بانگ در گرفتند. 15
 .آ ن را طلب کردند. 15
 . چون آن را پيش او آوردند. 25
 .برای او نان پختند. 35
 nohC irhahS
 thseheB
 .فه شده بوديک قصه به قصه های مهرانگيز اضا. 1 بعد صدای جيغ مهرانگيز شنيده شد. 1
 .ديگر فرسوده شده بود. 2
مادر علی ساعت بزرگی را که در طاقچه ارسی گذاشته بودند و مجسمه دو دختر . 3
 .سياه در دو طرفش بود فروخت
 .فردا پيش از ظهر در خانه را زدند.  4
 .يک بشقاب شيرينی بود که توی روسری حرير گلدار پيچيده بودند. 5
 .ه شدلبهايش به پايين کشيد. 6
يک روز تنگ غروب علی لباسهايش را پوشيده بود و می خواست از خانه بيرون . 7
 .برود که در خانه را با شتاب زدند
 ...ميزانباشته شده بود از هدايای مهمانان. 1 idaiZ – e-naZ
نگاههايی که جز بی علاقگی نسبت به همه چيز در آن . 2
 .خوانده نمی شد
 . ی انگيخته شددر او نه خيال تازه ا. 3
همه جا شناسنامه ی سياسی رهبران به تعداد ساعات و . 4
 .ايامی که در زندان به سر برده اند سنجيده می شود
داستانهای ديگری هم درباره زمان زندان او شنيده می . 5
 .شود
 .دوربين ميزان شده بود. 6
 .به عضويت کميته مرکزی حزب انتخاب شده است . 7
 .ه به تازگی نماينده مجلس شده است دوستی دارد ک. 8
 .در جشنی که به افتخار اعضای کميته بر پا شده بود. 9
 .دو تا از دخترهايش هم به خانه داماد فرستاده شده اند. 1
 .مردها را از خانه بيرون کرده بودند. 2
 .فرستاده بودند پاتيل مسجد بزرگ را آورده بودند. 3
 .همه را آورده بودند. 4
 .صندوق را هم گشته بودند ته.  5
 .روی ميز گلدان گذاشته بودند. 6
 .همه را شمرده بودند. 7
 .ميز بزرگی که طرف چپ در ورود باغ گذاشته بودند. 8
 .شد رفت، ديده می ش که بالا و پايين می تنها دماِغ کلنگ. 1 daroM rahoG
 
 . شد توک شنيده می و ها تک ها از توی دالان صدای سرفه: 2
 .‎ديدند که زيلوی اسلام را روی ُمرده پهن کرده .1
 . آد بيرون اش نمی ی خاله گن از خونه می. 2
 . های ديگر بود، صدها علم زده بودند ها که وسِط خانه به يکی از خانه. 3
 . اطراف گودال، سنگ چيده بودند. 4
 . گن ی تو می چيزهايی درباره يه. 5
 . اشته بودند روی نردبانزيلوی اسلام را تا کرده گذ. 6
 
 . آجرهايی را که چيده بودند.7
 . چند تا متکا و لحاف هم چيده بودند روی هم.8
 ahrahk hedroM
 tsaraP hsatA dna
 اوراکشتند. 1 مجلسی که در سنگ کنده شده بود. 1
 او را بخاک سپرده اند. 2
 روحش را زود خلاص کردند. 3
 شاه شهيد را که تير زدند. 4
 گر الان توی پاشنه در اطاقت رابگردندا. 5
 روی ميز يک بطری شراب و دو گيلاس گذاشته بودند. 6
 چند تا عکس تازه ای که از ايران فرستاده بودی آوردند. 7
 يکی از آنها راگفتند. 8
 
زل زل بعکس آدمکی که برابر چشمش روی گچ ديوار . 1 izāb-baš-amye Ḵ
 .کشيده شده بود نگاه کرد
ست بطرف مرده که رويش يک لنگ حمام رنگ و يکرا. 2
 .رورفته انداخته شده بود رفتند
- 
يخه اش باز بود و سينه ی پشم آلودش ديده  .1 ruoK -e– fooB
 .ميشد
يک سد نمناک بدون روزنه به سنگينی سرب  .2
 .جلو من و او کشيده شد
 .گويا به مناسبت تولد من اين شراب را انداخته بودند .1
 .ه تن او را از آغوش جفتش بيرون کشيده باشندمثل اين بود ک. 2
 مثل ماده مهرگياه بود که از بغل جفتش جدا کرده باشند.3
 برای من، او مثل يک دسته گل ترو تازه بود که روی خاکروبه انداخته باشند.4
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